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It is particularly important that the civil servant system reform will create 
a system that allows civil servants to have "pride and motivation" and take more 
advantage of their abilities over their lifetime. Regarding the remaining issues for 
discussions, the following actions should be taken: 

1. Bearing the big picture of the civil 	servant system reform in mind, the 
Government should advance the reform by promptly implementing reform 
measures that can be realized. 

2. Each ministry’s	 job mediation system should be unified into a mechanism 
featuring a cross-ministerial, transparent “new human resource agency 
(tentative name).” The period for the transition to a ban on job mediation 
systems by each ministry should be as short as possible within five years after 
the creation of the new human resources agency, and should be stipulated in 
relevant law. 

3. In order to make the new human resource agency transparent and disciplined, it 
is important to "ban direct negotiations between each ministry's personnel 
authorities and enterprises" and "prohibit human resource agency officials from 
certain ministries from undertaking job mediation for the same ministries' 
officials (separation of human resource agency officials from ministries from 
which they hailed)." These two points should be established as the rules subject 
to these officials' strict compliance. 

4. Regarding the big picture of the reform, there are the issues to be resolved 
including the materialization of the open application system and the staff 
services system, the thorough expansion of exchanges between the public and 
private sectors, the modification of basic labor rights, introduction of cross 
govenmental recruitment and the desirable state of the National Personnel 



Authority, the promotion of corrections to early retirement recommendation 
practices, and a local civil servant system reform. In addition to the submission 
of bills regarding personnel management based on competency and performance 
and reemployment regulations for civil servants, the minister in charge of the 
civil servant system reform and the Minister of Internal Affairs and 
Communications is requested to promptly consider these issues and give relevant 
reports to the CEFP. 


